DANCING IN THE DARK
As recorded by Bruce Springsteen
(From the 1984 Album BORN IN THE U.S.A.)

Transcribed by Doetje2

Words and Music by Bruce Springsteen

Moderately Fast \( \text{\textbf{\textit{j}}} = 148 \)

D 5 fr.  xx
D6 4 fr.  xx
A  xx
G  xx
Em  xx
Bm 7 fr.  xx
D5 xx
G\( ^{(\text{op.2})} \) xx
Bm\( ^{(\text{op.2})} \) xx
A\( ^{\text{us4}} \) xx

A Intro

Moderately Fast \( \text{\textbf{\textit{j}}} = 148 \)

Gtr\( ^{1} \) \( f \)

P.M.

B Verse

\( \text{\textbf{\textit{s}}} \)